Push-pull osmotic pump for zero order delivery of lithium carbonate: development and in vitro characterization.
Lithium carbonate, a drug with narrow therapeutic index, needs therapeutic drug monitoring and dose adjustment to maintain lithium level within the therapeutic window. Conventional formulations of lithium carbonate exhibit immediate drug release causing swing/fluctuations in the plasma concentration of lithium, consequently leading to unfavorable side-effects and make dose adjustment difficult. The push-pull osmotic pump has been developed for zero order delivery of lithium carbonate for a period of 24 h. The effect of various formulation variables on bilayer core tablet and its semi permeable coating along with orifice diameter have been investigated and optimized for desired drug release profile. Drug release was found to be inversely proportional to the membrane thickness but directly related to the amount of pore formers in the semipermeable membrane. Images from a scanning electron microscope confirmed the presence of pores in the semipermeable membrane which facilitated the required water penetration. No distortion or change in orifice shape was noticed prior to and after the dissolution study. Drug release from the developed formulation was found to be independent of pH, agitation intensity and agitation mode but depended on osmotic pressure of dissolution media.